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Figure 1: Images generated by the proposed LaDI-VTON model, given an input target model and a try-on clothing item from
both Dress Code [44] (1st row) and VITON-HD [9] (2nd row) datasets.

ABSTRACT
The rapidly evolving fields of e-commerce and metaverse continue
to seek innovative approaches to enhance the consumer experience.
At the same time, recent advancements in the development of diffu-
sion models have enabled generative networks to create remarkably
realistic images. In this context, image-based virtual try-on, which
consists in generating a novel image of a target model wearing
a given in-shop garment, has yet to capitalize on the potential of
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these powerful generative solutions. This work introduces LaDI-
VTON, the first Latent Diffusion textual Inversion-enhanced model
for the Virtual Try-ON task. The proposed architecture relies on
a latent diffusion model extended with a novel additional autoen-
coder module that exploits learnable skip connections to enhance
the generation process preserving the model’s characteristics. To
effectively maintain the texture and details of the in-shop garment,
we propose a textual inversion component that can map the vi-
sual features of the garment to the CLIP token embedding space
and thus generate a set of pseudo-word token embeddings capable
of conditioning the generation process. Experimental results on
Dress Code and VITON-HD datasets demonstrate that our approach
outperforms the competitors by a consistent margin, achieving a
significant milestone for the task. Source code and trained models
are publicly available at: https://github.com/miccunifi/ladi-vton.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The disruptive success of e-commerce and online shopping is
steadily demanding a more streamlined and enjoyable customer
shopping experience, from personalized garment recommenda-
tion [10, 12, 31, 55] to visual product search [5, 24, 38, 43, 64]. Given
the large availability of online images as accessories, garments, and
other related products, Computer Vision and Multimedia research
play a crucial role by offering valuable tools for a more personal-
ized user experience. Among them, image-based virtual try-on has
recently attracted significant interest in the research community
with the introduction of several architectures [26, 44, 60] that, given
an image of a person and a garment taken from a catalog, allow to
dress the person with the given try-on garment.

The generation process carried out by current state-of-the-art
methods for the task [3, 21, 36, 44] entirely relies on Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [22]. During the last years, a new
family of generative architectures, namely diffusion models [29,
57], have shown superior image generation quality compared to
GANs [14], also with a more stable training procedure. However,
considering the high computational demand typical of diffusion
models, Rombach et al. [50] have recently tackled the problem by
introducing a latent-based version that works in the latent space of
a pre-trained autoencoder, thus finding the best trade-off between
computational load and image quality.

Motivated by the tremendous success of these generative models,
in this work, we introduce and explore for the first time an image-
based virtual try-on method based on Latent Diffusion Models
(LDMs) [50], demonstrating their successful possible applications
in this field. We design a novel diffusion-based architecture con-
ditioned on the target in-shop garment and human keypoints to
keep the model’s body pose unchanged. To preserve the target
garment texture in the generation process, we propose to augment
LDMs with a textual inversion network able to map the visual fea-
tures of the in-shop garment to the CLIP textual token embedding
space [48]. We then condition the LDM generation through the
cross-attention mechanism using the predicted tokens embeddings.

While LDMs can generate highly realistic images, one of their
drawbacks is that they struggle when dealing with high-frequency
details in the pixel space. This problem stems from the spatial
compression performed by the autoencoder, which gives access
to a lower-dimensional latent space where high-frequency details
may not be accurately represented [50]. In our setting, this can

lead to details loss in the final generated images, especially when
handling the model’s hands, feet, and face. To address this issue, we
introduce the Enhanced Mask-Aware Skip Connection (EMASC)
module, a learnable skip connection that transfers the details from
the encoding phase to the corresponding decoding one, improving
the autoencoder reconstruction capabilities.

We extensively validate our architecture on two widely-used
virtual try-on benchmarks (i.e., Dress Code [44] andVITON-HD [9]),
demonstrating superior quantitative and qualitative performance
than state-of-the-art methods and showing that diffusion models
applied to the virtual try-on field can achieve higher realism than
GAN-based counterparts (Figure 1).
Contributions. To sum up, our contributions are as follows:

• We employ LDMs to solve the task of image-based virtual
try-on, an approach that, to the best of our knowledge, has
never been previously explored in this field.

• To reduce the reconstruction error of LDMs, we enhance the
autoencoder with learnable skip connections, enabling the
preservation of details outside the inpainting region.

• Additionally, to increase detail retention of the generation
process, we define a forward-only textual inversion module
to further condition the model on the input try-on garment
without losing texture information.

• Extensive experiments validate the effectiveness of each com-
ponent of our architecture, which achieves state-of-the-art
results on two widely used benchmarks for the task. We
believe our results can highlight how virtual try-on can
strongly benefit from using LDMs and serve as a starting
point for future research in the field.

2 RELATEDWORK
Image-Based Virtual Try-On. Image-based virtual try-on [3, 9,
18, 26, 32, 44, 60] aims to transfer a desired garment onto the corre-
sponding region of a target subject while preserving human pose
and identity. One of the pioneering works in this field is VITON [26],
a framework composed of an encoder-decoder generator that pro-
duces a coarse result further improved by a refinement network that
exploits the warped clothing item obtained through a TPS trans-
formation [15]. Some follow-up works have been oriented towards
the enhancement of the warping module. Wang et al. [60] proposed
a learnable TPS module to mitigate the problem of clothing de-
tails preservation, which has subsequently been improved either by
combining TPS with affine transformations [19, 37] or taking into
account generated semantic layouts [66] and body information [17].

Another research line focuses on the generation phase and re-
finement of the result [21, 32, 44]. Issenhuth et al. [32], for example,
presented a distillation-based teacher-student architecture that does
not leverage a predicted semantic layout during the generation. This
idea has further been explored in [21] with the introduction of an
additional tutor knowledge module to improve the generation qual-
ity. Differently, Morelli et al. [44] focused on the semantics of the
generated results and proposed a semantic-aware discriminator
working at the pixel level instead of the image or patch level. Lee et
al. [36] solved the misalignment problem by designing a unified
pipeline that combines the warping and segmentation stages to
achieve better high-resolution results.
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A common aspect linking all current methods is that the genera-
tion phase relies on GANs [22]. Driven by the enormous success
of diffusion models [29] in different fields, we are the first, to the
best of our knowledge, to propose an image-based virtual try-on
architecture entirely relying on the aforesaid generative models.
Diffusion Models. A fundamental line of research in the image
synthesis field is the one marked by diffusion models [14, 29, 30,
45, 57, 58]. Inspired by non-equilibrium statistical physics, Sohl-
Dickstein et al. [57] defined a tractable generative model of data
distribution by iteratively destroying the data structure through a
forward diffusion process and then reconstructing with a learned
reverse diffusion process. Some years later, Ho et al. [29] success-
fully demonstrated that this process is applicable to generate high-
quality images. Nichol et al. [45] further improved the work pre-
sented in [29] by learning the variance parameter of the reverse
diffusion process and generating the output with fewer forward
passes without sacrificing sample quality. While these methods
work in the pixel space, Rombach et al. [50] proposed a variant
working in the latent space of a pre-trained autoencoder, enabling
higher computational efficiency.

The impact of diffusion models has rapidly become disruptive
in diverse tasks such as text-to-image synthesis [23, 46, 49, 54],
image-to-image translation [53, 61, 68], image editing [2, 41, 65],
and inpainting [40, 46]. Strictly related to virtual try-on is the task
of human image generation, where pose preservation is often a
strict constraint. On this line, Jiang et al. [33] focused on synthesiz-
ing full-body images given human pose and textual descriptions of
shapes and textures of clothes, generating the output via sampling
from a learned texture-aware codebook. Bhunia et al. [7] tackled the
task of pose-guided human generation by developing a texture diffu-
sion block based on cross attention and conditioned on multi-scale
texture patterns from the encoded source image. Baldrati et al. [6],
instead, proposed to guide the generation process constraining a
latent diffusion model with the model pose, the garment sketch,
and a textual description of the garment itself.
Textual Inversion. Textual inversion is a recent technique pro-
posed in [20] to learn a pseudo word in the embedding space of the
text encoder starting from visual concepts. Following [20], several
promising methods [11, 25, 42, 52] have been designed to enable
personalized image generation and editing. Ruiz et al. [52] pre-
sented a fine-tuning technique to bind an identifier with a subject
represented by a few images and adopted a class-specific prior
preservation loss to mitigate language drift. Similarly, Kumari et
al. [35] proposed a different fine-tuning method to enable multi-
concept composition and showed that updating only a small subset
of model weights is sufficient to integrate new concepts. On a differ-
ent line, Han et al. [25] decomposed the CLIP embedding space [48]
based on semantics and enabled image manipulation without re-
quiring any additional fine-tuning.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
While most of the existing virtual try-on approaches leverage gener-
ative adversarial networks [26, 32, 44, 60], we propose a novel solu-
tion based, for the first time, on Latent Diffusion Models (LDMs). In
particular, our work employs the Stable Diffusion architecture [50]
as a starting point to perform the virtual try-on task. To augment

the text-to-image model with try-on capabilities, we modify the
architecture to take as input both the try-on garment and the pose
information of the target model. In addition, to better preserve the
input clothing item details, we propose to add a novel forward-only
textual inversion technique during the generation process. Finally,
we enhance the image reconstruction autoencoder of Stable Dif-
fusion with masked skip connections, thus improving the quality
of generated images and better preserving the fine-grained details
of the original model image. Figure 2 depicts an overview of the
proposed model.

3.1 Preliminaries
Stable Diffusion. It consists of an autoencoder A with an en-
coder E and a decoder D, a text time-conditional U-Net denoising
model 𝜖\ , and a CLIP text encoder 𝑇𝐸 , which takes text 𝑌 as input.
The encoder E compresses an image 𝐼 ∈ R3×𝐻×𝑊 into a lower-
dimensional latent space in R4×ℎ×𝑤 , where ℎ = 𝐻

8 and 𝑤 = 𝑊
8 ,

while the decoder D performs the inverse operation and decodes a
latent variable into the pixel space. For clarity, we refer to the 𝜖\ con-
volutional input as the spatial input 𝛾 (e.g., 𝑧𝑡 ) since convolutions
preserve the spatial structure, and to the attention conditioning
input as𝜓 (e.g., [𝑡,𝑇𝐸 (𝑌 )]). The training of the denoising network
𝜖\ is performed by minimizing the following loss function:

𝐿 = EE(𝐼 ),𝑌 ,𝜖∼N(0,1),𝑡
[
∥𝜖 − 𝜖\ (𝛾,𝜓 )∥22

]
, (1)

where 𝑡 represents the diffusing time step, 𝛾 = 𝑧𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 is the encoded
image E(𝐼 ) where we stochastically add Gaussian noise 𝜖 ∼ N(0, 1),
and𝜓 = [𝑡 ;𝑇𝐸 (𝑌 )].

We aim to generate a new image 𝐼 that replaces a target garment
in the model input image 𝐼 with an in-shop garment 𝐶 provided
by the user while retaining the model’s physical characteristics,
pose, and identity. This task can be seen as a particular type of
inpainting, specialized in replacing garment information in human-
based images according to a target garment image provided by the
user. For this reason, we use the Stable Diffusion inpainting pipeline
as the starting point of our approach. It takes as spatial input 𝛾 the
channel-wise concatenation of an encoded masked image E(𝐼𝑀 ), a
resized binary inpainting mask𝑚 ∈ {0, 1}1×ℎ×𝑤 , and the denoising
network input 𝑧𝑡 . Specifically, 𝐼𝑀 is the model image 𝐼 masked
according to the inpainting mask𝑀 ∈ {0, 1}1×𝐻×𝑊 , and the binary
inpainting mask𝑚 is the resized version according to the latent
space spatial dimension of the original inpainting mask 𝑀 . To
summarize, the spatial input of the inpainting denoising network
is 𝛾 = [𝑧𝑡 ;𝑚; E(𝐼𝑀 )] ∈ R(4+1+4)×ℎ×𝑤 .
CLIP. It is a vision-language model [48] which aligns visual and
textual inputs in a shared embedding space. In particular, CLIP
consists of a visual encoder 𝑉𝐸 and a text encoder 𝑇𝐸 that extract
feature representations 𝑉𝐸 (𝐼 ) ∈ R𝑑 and 𝑇𝐸 (𝐸𝐿 (𝑌 )) ∈ R𝑑 for an
input image 𝐼 and its corresponding text caption 𝑌 , respectively.
Here, 𝑑 is the size of the CLIP embedding space, and 𝐸𝐿 is the
embedding lookup layer which maps each 𝑌 tokenized word to the
token embedding space W.

The proposed approach introduces a novel textual inversion
technique to generate a representation of the in-shop garment 𝐶 .
We feed this representation to the CLIP text encoder and use it to
condition the diffusion process. It consists in mapping the visual
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed LaDI-VTON model. On the top, the textual inversion module generates a representation
of the in-shop garment. This information conditions the Stable Diffusion model along with other convolutional inputs. The
decoder D is enriched with the Enhanced Mask-Aware Skip Connection (EMASC) modules to reduce the reconstruction error,
improving the high-frequency details in the final image.

features of 𝐶 into a set of 𝑁 new token embeddings 𝑉 ∗
𝑛 ∈ W, 𝑛 =

{1, . . . , 𝑁 }. Following the terminology introduced in [4], we refer to
these embeddings as Pseudo-word Tokens Embeddings (PTEs) since
they do not correspond to any linguistically meaningful entity but
rather are a representation of the in-shop garment visual features
in the token embedding space W.

3.2 Textual-Inversion Enhanced Virtual Try-On
To tackle the virtual try-on task, we propose injecting in the Stable
Diffusion textual conditioning branch additional information from
the target garment 𝐶 extracted through textual inversion. In partic-
ular, starting from the features of the in-shop garment 𝐶 extracted
from the CLIP visual encoder, we learn a textual inversion adapter
𝐹\ to predict a set of fine-grained PTEs describing the in-shop gar-
ment 𝐶 itself. These PTEs lie in the CLIP token embedding space
W and thus can be used as an additional conditioning signal.

We also propose to extend the Stable Diffusion inpainting
pipeline to accept the model pose map 𝑃 ∈ R18×𝐻×𝑊 , where each
channel is associated with a human keypoint, and the warped in-
shop garment 𝐶𝑊 ∈ R3×𝐻×𝑊 , representing the target garment 𝐶
warped according to the model body pose. While the pose map
𝑃 enables the method to preserve the original human pose of the
model 𝐼 , the warped garment 𝐶𝑊 helps the generation process to
properly fit the garment onto the model.
Data Preparation.Thewarped garment𝐶𝑊 is obtained by training
a module that warps the in-shop garment 𝐶 fitting the model body
shape in 𝐼 . We employ the geometric matching module proposed
in [60] and refine the results with a U-Net-based component [51].
The virtual try-on task involves replacing one or more garments the
target model is wearing.With this aim, we define the inpainting area

determined by the mask𝑀 to fully encompass the target garment.
We adopt the method proposed in previous works such as [32, 44]
to ensure the mask completely covers the target garment.
Textual Inversion. Given the in-shop image 𝐶 , the aim of the
textual inversion adapter 𝐹\ is to predict a set of pseudo-word
token embeddings {𝑉 ∗

1 , . . . ,𝑉
∗
𝑁
} able to well represent the image 𝐶

in the CLIP token embedding space W. We then use the predicted
PTEs to condition the Stable Diffusion denoising network 𝜖\ and
obtain the final image 𝐼 where the model in 𝐼 is wearing the garment
in𝐶 . For clarity, we intend that a set of PTEs represent well a target
image if a Stable Diffusion model conditioned on the concatenation
of a generic prompt and the predicted pseudo-words can reconstruct
the target image itself.

We first build a textual prompt 𝑞 that guides the diffusion process
to perform the virtual try-on task, tokenize it and map each token
into the token embedding space using the CLIP embedding lookup
module, obtaining𝑉𝑞 . Then, we encode the image𝐶 using the CLIP
visual encoder 𝑉𝐸 and feed the features extracted from the last
hidden layer to the textual inversion adapter 𝐹\ , which maps the
input visual features to the CLIP token embedding spaceW. We
then concatenate the prompt embedding vectors with the predicted
pseudo-word token embeddings as follows:

𝑌 = Concat(𝑉𝑞, 𝐹\ (𝑉𝐸 (𝐶))) . (2)

We feed the embedded concatenation 𝑌 to the CLIP text encoder𝑇𝐸
and use the output to condition the denoising network 𝜖\ leveraging
the existing Stable Diffusion textual cross-attention.

To train the textual inversion adapter 𝐹\ , we use the inpainting
pipeline of the out-of-the-box Stable Diffusion model as 𝜖\ . Specifi-
cally, it takes as input the encoded masked target model E(𝐼𝑀 ), the
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed autoencoder with En-
hanced Mask-Aware Skip Connection (EMASC) modules.

inpainting mask 𝑀 , and the latent variable 𝑧. When training the
adapter 𝐹\ , we freeze all the other model parameters.

To the best of our knowledge, this study marks the first instance
in which a textual inversion approach has been employed in the
domain of virtual try-on. As shown in the experimental section, this
innovative conditioning methodology can significantly strengthen
the final results and contribute to preserving the details and texture
of the original in-shop garment. Note that our proposed approach
differs from traditional textual inversion techniques [20, 35, 52].
Rather than directly optimizing the pseudo-word token embeddings
through iterative methods, in our solution, the adapter 𝐹\ is trained
to generate these embeddings in a single forward pass.
Diffusion Virtual Try-On Model. To perform the complete vir-
tual try-on task, we employ the additional inputs described above
(i.e., textual-inverted information 𝑌 of the in-shop garment, the
pose map 𝑃 , and the garment fitted to the model body shape 𝐶𝑊 )
to condition the Stable Diffusion inpainting pipeline. In particular,
we extend the spatial input 𝛾 ∈ R9×ℎ×𝑤 of the denoising network
𝜖\ concatenating it with the resized pose map 𝑝 ∈ R18×ℎ×𝑤 and
the encoded warped garment E(𝐶𝑊 ) ∈ R4×ℎ×𝑤 . The final spatial
input results in 𝛾 = [𝑧𝑡 ;𝑚; E(𝐼𝑀 );𝑝; E(𝐶𝑊 )] ∈ R(9+18+4)×ℎ×𝑤 .

To enrich the input capacity of the denoising network 𝜖\ with-
out needing to retrain it from scratch [6, 50], we propose to extend
the kernel channels of the first convolutional layer by adding zero-
initialized weights to match the new input channel dimension. In
such a way, we can retain the knowledge embedded in the original
denoising network while allowing the model to deal with the newly
proposed inputs. Since the warped garment 𝐶𝑊 is not always able
to properly represent the contextualization of the in-shop garment
with the target model information, we also modify the Stable Dif-
fusion textual input by using 𝑌 obtained from the output of the
trained textual inversion adapter 𝐹\ as described in Eq. 2.

As in standard LDMs, we train the proposed denoising network
to predict the noise stochastically added to an encoded input 𝑧𝑡 =
E(𝐼 ). We specify the corresponding objective function as:

𝐿 = EE(𝐼 ),𝑌 ,𝜖∼N(0,1),𝑡,E(𝐼𝑀 ),𝑀,𝑝,E(𝐶𝑊 )
[
∥𝜖 − 𝜖\ (𝛾,𝜓 )∥22

]
, (3)

where𝜓 =
[
𝑡 ;𝑇𝐸 (𝑌 )

]
.

3.3 Enhanced Mask-Aware Skip Connections
The autoencoder A of LDMs enables the denoising network 𝜖\ to
workwithin a latent space smaller than the pixel space. Compared to
standard diffusion networks, this behavior is essential to reduce the
parameters 𝜖\ of the latent diffusion denoising network allowing it
to reach the best trade-off between image quality and computational
load [50]. We remind that given an image 𝐼 ∈ R3×𝐻×𝑊 , the Stable
Diffusion encoder E compresses it in a latent space 𝑍 ∈ R4×

𝐻
8 ×𝑊

8 ,
resulting in a total compression of 48×. However, this trade-off
comes at a cost especially when dealing with human images and
small high-frequency details such as hands, feet, and faces. We
argue that the autoencoder reconstruction error partially depends
on the data loss deriving from the latent space compression.

To address the problem, we propose to extend the autoen-
coder architecture with an Enhanced Mask-Aware Skip Connection
(EMASC) module whose aim is to learn to propagate relevant in-
formation from different layers of the encoder E to corresponding
ones of the decoder D. In particular, instead of skipping the in-
formation of the encoded image 𝐼 to reconstruct, we pass to the
EMASC modules the intermediate features of the masked image
𝐼𝑀 encoding process, using the encoder E. This procedure allows
only the features not modified in the inpainting task to percolate,
keeping the process cloth agnostic. We implement EMASC employ-
ing additive non-linear learned skip connections in which we mask
the output according to the inverted inpainting mask. Since the
EMASC inputs are the intermediate features of the masked model
𝐼𝑀 encoding process, masking the EMASC output features helps
avoid propagating themasked regions through the skip connections.
Formally, the EMASC module is defined as follows:

𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝐸𝑖 ) ∗ 𝑁𝑂𝑇 (𝑚𝑖 )
𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖−1 + 𝐸𝑀𝐴𝑆𝐶𝑖

(4)

where 𝑓 is a learned non-linear function, 𝐸𝑖 is the 𝑖-th feature map
coming from the encoder E, 𝐷𝑖 is the corresponding 𝑖-th decoder
feature map, and𝑚𝑖 is obtained by resizing the mask𝑀 according to
the 𝐸𝑖 spatial dimension. An overview of the proposed autoencoder
enhanced with EMASC modules is reported in Figure 3.

Notice that the EMASC modules only depend on the Stable Dif-
fusion denoising autoencoder, and once trained, they can be easily
added to the standard Stable Diffusion pipeline in a plug-and-play
manner without requiring additional training. We show that this
simple proposed modification can reduce the compression informa-
tion loss in the inpainting task, resulting in better high-frequency
human-related reconstructed details.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We perform experiments on two virtual try-on datasets, namely
Dress Code [44] and VITON-HD [9], that feature high-resolution
image pairs of in-shop garments and model images in both paired
and unpaired settings. While in the paired setting the in-shop gar-
ment is the same as the model is wearing, in the unpaired one, a
different garment is selected for the virtual try-on task.

The Dress Code dataset [44] features over 53,000 image pairs
of clothes and human models wearing them. The dataset includes
high-resolution images (i.e., 1024 × 768) and garments belonging to
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Table 1: Quantitative results on the Dress Code dataset [44]. The * marker indicates results reported in previous works, which
may differ in terms of metric implementation. Best results are reported in bold.

Upper-body Lower-body Dresses All

Model FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓ LPIPS ↓ SSIM ↑ FIDp ↓ KIDp ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓
PF-AFN* [21] 14.32 - 18.32 - 13.59 - - - - - - -
HR-VITON* [36] 16.86 - 22.81 - 16.12 - - - - - - -

CP-VTON [60] 48.31 35.25 51.29 38.48 25.94 15.81 0.186 0.842 28.44 21.96 31.19 25.17
CP-VTON† [60] 22.18 12.09 18.85 10.24 21.83 12.31 0.095 0.898 12.90 9.81 13.77 10.12
PSAD [44] 17.51 7.15 19.68 8.90 17.07 6.66 0.058 0.918 8.01 4.90 10.61 6.17

LaDI-VTON 13.26 2.67 14.80 3.13 13.40 2.50 0.064 0.906 4.14 1.21 6.48 2.20

different macro-categories, such as upper-body clothes, lower-body
clothes, and dresses. In our experiments, we employ the original
splits of the dataset where 5,400 image pairs (1,800 for each category)
compose the test set and the rest the training one. The VITON-HD
dataset [9] instead comprises 13,679 image pairs, each composed
of a frontal-view woman and an upper-body clothing item with a
resolution equal to 1024 × 768. The dataset is divided into training
and test sets of 11,647 and 2,032 pairs, respectively.

To quantitatively evaluate our model, we employ evaluation
metrics to estimate the coherence and realism of the generation. In
particular, we use the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) [67] and the Structural Similarity (SSIM) [62] to evaluate the
coherence of the generated image compared to the ground-truth.
We compute these metrics on the paired setting of both datasets.
To measure the realism, we instead employ the Fréchet Inception
Distance [28] and the Kernel Inception Distance [8] in both paired
(i.e., FIDp and KIDp) and unpaired (i.e., FIDu and KIDu) settings.
For the LPIPS and SSIM implementation, we use the torch-metrics
Python package [13], while for the FID and KID scores, we employ
the implementation in [47].

4.2 Implementation Details
We first train the EMASC modules, the textual-inversion adapter,
and the warping component. Then, we freeze the weights of all
modules except for the textual inversion adapter and train the pro-
posed enhanced Stable Diffusion pipeline∗. In all our experiments,
we generate images at 512 × 384 resolution.
Textual Inversion. The textual inversion network 𝐹\ consists of a
single ViT layer followed by a multi-layer perception composed of
three fully-connected layers separated by a GELU non-linearity [27]
and a dropout layer [59]. We set the number of PTEs generated by
𝐹\ to 16. We train 𝐹\ for 200k steps, with batch size 16, learning rate
1e-5 with 500 warm-up steps using a linear schedule, AdamW [39]
as optimizer with 𝛽1 = 0.9, 𝛽2 = 0.999, and weight decay equal to
1e-2. As the visual encoder𝑉𝐸 , we leverage the OpenCLIP ViT-H/14
model [63] pre-trained on LAION-2B [56].
Diffusion Virtual Try-On Model. We train the proposed virtual
try-on pipeline for 200k iterations, with batch size 16 and the same
optimizer and scheduling strategy used to train the textual inver-
sion network. At training time, we randomly mask the text, the
warped garment, and the pose map input with a probability of 0.2

∗https://huggingface.co/stabilityai/stable-diffusion-2-inpainting

Table 2: Quantitative results on the VITON-HD dataset [9].
The * marker indicates results reported in previous works.

Model LPIPS ↓ SSIM ↑ FIDp ↓ KIDp ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓
CP-VTON* [60] - 0.791 - - 30.25 40.12
ACGPN* [66] - 0.858 - - 14.43 5.87

VITON-HD [9] 0.116 0.863 11.01 3.71 12.96 4.09
HR-VITON [36] 0.097 0.878 10.88 4.48 13.06 4.72

LaDI-VTON 0.091 0.876 6.66 1.08 9.41 1.60

for each condition. This allows the later use of the classifier-free
guidance technique [30] at inference time. Following [1], we use the
fast variant of the multi-conditional classifier-free guidance, which
allows computing the final result with a computational complexity
independent from the amount of the input constraints.
Autoencoder with EMASC.We apply the proposed EMASC mod-
ules to the variational autoencoder of the Stable Diffusion model.
In particular, each EMASC module consists of two convolutional
layers, where a SiLU non-linearity [16] activates the first one. We
apply the EMASC modules to the conv_in layer output and the
feature before the down_block connecting each encoder layer to its
corresponding decoder one. The convolutional layers have a kernel
size of 3, padding of 1, and stride of 1. The first convolutional layer
maintains the number of channels constant, while the second one
adapts the channel axis dimension to the decoder features. Finally,
we sum the EMASC output to the corresponding decoder features.
We train the EMASC modules for 40k steps with batch size 16,
learning rate equal to 1e-5, AdamW as optimizer with 𝛽1 = 0.9,
𝛽2 = 0.999, and weight decay 1e-2. Also, in this case, we perform 500
warm-up steps with a linear schedule. We employ a combination
of the L1 and VGG [34] loss functions, scaling the perceptual VGG
loss term by a factor of 0.5. In our setting, we found the VGG loss
essential to avoid blurriness in the reconstructed images. During
training, the encoder E and decoder D are frozen (see Figure 3),
and only the EMASC modules are learned.

4.3 Experimental Results
Comparison with State-of-the-Art Models. We compare our
method with several state-of-the-art competitors. For the Dress
Code dataset, we compare our method with CP-VTON [60] and
PSAD [44], retrained from scratch using the same image resolu-
tion of our model (i.e., 512 × 384) using the source codes when
available or otherwise implementing them. Following [44], we also
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CP-VTON† PSAD LaDI-VTON VITON-HD HR-VITON LaDI-VTON

Figure 4: Qualitative results generated by LaDI-VTON and competitors on Dress Code [44] (left) and VITON-HD [9] (right).

include an improved version of CP-VTON (i.e., CP-VTON†) where
we add as additional input the masked image 𝐼𝑀 . For the VITON-
HD dataset, instead, we compare our model with VITON-HD [9]
and HR-VITON [36] using source codes and checkpoints released
by the authors to extract the results. Given that some evaluation
scores (e.g., LPIPS and FID) are very sensitive to different implemen-
tations, to ensure a fair comparison, we compute the quantitative
results of these methods using the same metric implementation of
our model. For completeness, we also include in the comparison
some additional virtual try-on methods for which the results are
from previous works and, therefore, may have been obtained using
different evaluation source codes.

Table 1 reports the quantitative results on the Dress Code
dataset. As can be seen, LaDI-VTON achieves comparable results
to PSAD [44] in terms of coherence with the inputs (i.e., LPIPS and
SSIM), while significantly outperforming all competitors in terms
of realism in both paired and unpaired settings. In particular, on
the Dress Code test set, our model reaches a FID score of 4.14 and
6.48 for the paired and unpaired settings, respectively. These results
are considerably lower than the best-performing competitor (i.e.,
PSAD). In Table 2, we instead show the quantitative analysis of
the VITON-HD dataset. Also, in this case, LaDI-VTON surpasses
all other competitors by a large margin in terms of FID and KID,
demonstrating its effectiveness in this setting.

To qualitatively evaluate our results, we report in Figure 4 sample
images generated by our model and by the competitors. Notably,
our solution can generate high-realistic images and preserve the
texture and details of the original in-shop garments, as well as the
physical characteristics of target models.

Human Evaluation. To further evaluate the generation quality of
our model, we conduct a user study to measure both the realism of
generated images and their coherence with the inputs given to the
virtual try-on model. Overall, we collect around 2,000 evaluations
for each test, involving more than 50 unique users. In Table 3, we
report the percentage of times in which an image generated by our
model is preferred against a competitor. As can be seen, LaDI-VTON

Table 3: User study results on the unpaired test set of both
datasets. We report the percentage of times an image from
LaDI-VTON is preferred against a competitor.

Dataset Model Realism Coherence

Dress Code
CP-VTON [60] 93.10 89.68
CP-VTON† [60] 80.21 75.69

PSAD [44] 74.14 70.83

VITON-HD VITON-HD [9] 79.19 71.48
HR-VITON [36] 77.95 60.98

Table 4: Quantitative results on the entire Dress Code test
set [44] using different model configurations.

Model LPIPS ↓ SSIM ↑ FIDp ↓ KIDp ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓
w/o text 0.071 0.902 4.99 1.61 8.50 3.70
w/ retrieved text 0.070 0.903 4.85 1.61 7.49 2.93
w/ 𝐹\ and standard SD 0.105 0.876 5.42 1.87 7.50 2.83
w/o warped garment 0.068 0.904 4.50 1.44 6.30 1.99

LaDI-VTON 0.064 0.906 4.14 1.21 6.48 2.20

is always selected more than 60% of the time, further confirming
the progress over previous methods.
Configuration Analysis. In Table 4, we study the model perfor-
mance by varying its configuration. We conduct this analysis on
the Dress Code test set. In particular, the experiment in the first row
replaces the Stable Diffusion textual input 𝑌 with an empty string.
The one in the second row replaces the Stable Diffusion textual
input 𝑌 with textual elements retrieved using the in-shop garment
image 𝐶 as the query for a CLIP-based model [6]. The results show
that the proposed textual inversion adapter outperforms the other
textual input alternatives. The third experiment regards the tex-
tual inversion adapter condition abilities, in particular, we can see
that it is possible to obtain excellent results by using the proposed
textual inversion adapter to condition an out-of-the-box Stable Dif-
fusion model. Finally, we test the warped garment 𝐶𝑊 input in the
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Table 5: Quantitative analysis changing the number of pre-
dicted𝑉 ∗. Results are reported on the Dress Code test set [44]
using the out-of-the-box Stable Diffusion as backbone.

# 𝑉 ∗ LPIPS ↓ SSIM ↑ FIDp ↓ KIDp ↓ FIDu ↓ KIDu ↓
1 0.115 0.867 6.14 2.24 8.19 3.14
4 0.108 0.873 5.87 2.15 8.17 3.10
16 0.105 0.876 5.42 1.87 7.50 2.83
32 0.103 0.878 5.37 1.80 7.66 2.92

Table 6: Analysis on the effectiveness of the proposed En-
hanced Mask Aware Skip Connection modules. Results are
reported on Dress Code [44] and VITON-HD [9].

Model EMASC Masked LPIPS ↓ SSIM ↑
SD VAE None - 0.0214 0.9538
SD VAE Linear ✓ 0.0196 0.9636
SD VAE Non-Linear ✗ 0.0183 0.9646
SD VAE Non-Linear ✓ 0.0181 0.9652

LaDI-VTON None - 0.0642 0.8985D
re
ss

Co
de

LaDI-VTON Non-Linear ✓ 0.0640 0.9060

SD VAE None - 0.0260 0.9336
SD VAE Linear ✓ 0.0220 0.9545
SD VAE Non-Linear ✗ 0.0203 0.9560
SD VAE Non-Linear ✓ 0.0200 0.9561

LaDI-VTON None - 0.0960 0.8491VI
TO

N
-H

D

LaDI-VTON Non-Linear ✓ 0.0907 0.8758

overall pipeline by removing it. In this case, we can see that this
additional input helps in the paired setting, but interestingly does
not appreciably contribute to the unpaired one.
Analysis on V∗. In Table 5, we show the results of the out-of-the-
box Stable Diffusion inpainting model conditioned using the textual
inversion module when varying the number of PTEs generated by
𝐹\ . Overall, we obtain the best scores in terms of FID and KID on
the unpaired setting using 16 pseudo-word tokens embeddings,
while for the metrics on the paired setting employing 32 PTEs leads
to slightly better results. Since increasing the number of PTEs can
increase memory usage, the best trade-off between computational
load and performance is reached when using 16 PTEs.
Effectiveness of EMASCmodules.We test the proposed EMASC
modules on the paired settings of Dress Code and VITON-HD. In
particular, we test the EMASC performance on both the autoencoder
A for image reconstruction and the final model (i.e., LaDI-VTON)
for the complete virtual try-on task. In the first experiment, we
simply encode and then decode the model image 𝐼 obtaining the
reconstructed image 𝐼 (i.e., 𝐼 = D(E(𝐼 ))). In the second experiment,
we compare the performance of our complete model with and
without the EMASC modules. While for the first experiment, LPIPS
and SSIM are computed by comparing the model image 𝐼 with its
reconstruction 𝐼 , in the second experiment, we evaluate the metrics
by comparing the model image 𝐼 with its reconstruction 𝐼 , where we
define 𝐼 as the output of the virtual try-on pipeline. Results reported
in Table 6 show that the proposed method can enhance both the
reconstruction capabilities of the Stable Diffusion autoencoder and
the output performance of the final virtual try-on pipeline leading
to better evaluation scores.

ORIGINAL w/o EMASC w/ EMASC

Figure 5: Image reconstruction results from the Stable Diffu-
sion autoencoder with and without the EMASC modules.

To better assess the contribution of the EMASC modules in the
autoencoder analysis, we compare the proposed EMASC method
with two of its variants. The first variant involves removing the fea-
ture masking after the final convolutional layer, while in the second
variant, we use only one convolutional layer without any non-linear
activation. We can notice that the masked non-linear EMASC mod-
ules achieve better results in all metrics on both datasets. In Figure 5,
we also show sample qualitative results of the Stable Diffusion au-
toencoder with and without EMASC modules. As it is possible to
see, the proposed learnable mask-aware skip-connections reduce
the reconstruction loss resulting in better faces, hands, and feet.
Note that we achieve such results without retraining or fine-tuning
the autoencoder.

5 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose the first latent diffusion-based approach for
virtual try-on. To increase the detail retention of the input in-shop
garment, we exploit the textual inversion technique for the first
time in this task, demonstrating its capability in conditioning the
generation process. Moreover, we introduce the EMASC modules
that can enhance the inpainting output image quality reducing the
autoencoder compression loss of LDMs. This advancement notably
improves the human perceived quality of high-frequency human
body details such as hands, faces, and feet. Results show that the
proposed LaDI-VTON model outperforms by a large margin the
competitors in terms of realism on both Dress Code and VITON-HD
datasets, two widely used benchmarks for the task.
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